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Construction of Post-Tensioned Bridges in Germany

GUNTHER PLUEMER

ABSTRÀCT

A systern for proilucing crack-free pre-
stressed concrete by avoiding the tempera-
ture differentials due to escaping heat of
hydration and sunshine is discussed. A
alescriptíon of girder productíon is followed
by a report on slab productlon. The require-
ment of the strictest possible honogeneity
of girclers and slab is covered, and the
structural, organizationalr and economic
advantages of the systen are enumerated. If
applied according to specifications, this
systern produces craclsless prestressed con-
crete of such densíty anal appearance that
alnost no maintenance is required. The
system also yields consíderable savings in
material, labor, and overhead.

concrete, an artificial conglonerater has been in
existence for more than 4,000 yeârs. Until about
trdo centuries ago the high compressive strength of
its main ingreclientr the aggregater could not be
Èaken advantage of because of the 1ow conpressive
strength of its other ingredient, the biniling agent.

The development of modern cenent was a great
improvetnent. It increased the comPressive strength
of the binding agent to approximateLy .half that of
the average aggregate, which neets most require-
ments. Unfortunately' concrete cannot withstand
tension and therefore cannot endure bending. Wher-
ever particular tensile stresses occur they result
in cracks.

A century and a half ago Sir Marc I. Brunel
thought of taking up the tensile share of a concrete
section by iron rods and thus becarne the first per-
son to apply the idea of reinforced concrete. It is
now knor¡n that reinforced concrete does not fulfitL
its original purpose: reinforcernent does not prevent
cracking of concrete.

À further attempt to eliminate cracks r¡as made
about 50 yeärs later by P.H. Jackson of san Fran-
cisco. Because the tensile strength of rebars is
scarceÌy useil unless the concrete has cracke¿I, Jack-
son tried to prestress them, but the attempt failed
because the prestress was reduced to almost nothing
by shrinking antl creeping of the concrete. Jacksonrs
íclea was finally realized by E. Freyssinet who in-
troduced the first useful stressing systen antl built
the first prestressed concrete bridge in 1939 near
oelde in Westphalia. This wâs nade possible by the
alevelopnent of high-gra¿le steel.

Modern reinforcing steel has such high tensile
strength that not one-tenth of its aLlowable tension
is usetl if the concrete is not cracked--and cracked
concrete is precisely nhat reinforcenent was in-
tended to prevent.

After world l!¡ar II, when nany bridges ín Germany
had been ¿lestroyeal and the price of steel rose enor-
mouslyr prestressed concrete experienced a veritable
boo¡n. At the same time statically indeterminate
systems beca¡ne popular. fmpressed \dith the possi-
bilities of the latter, (e.9., continuous steel
girders, or rigid franes, or boxes) rnost englneers
tried to conbine the two by dleveloping methods for
building continuous prestressed concrete structures.

Unfortunatelyr none of the methods yielded crack-

free concrete. Because nobody knew what caused
cracks they were considered inevitable. One rnight
as well accept cracks and enjoy the fringe benefits
of prestressing, such as larger spans or tnore
slender bea¡ns. The idea of crack-free prestressed
concrete was gradually foigotten.

A similar fate befell an article by philipp
Schreck (!) wherein he exposed the causes of cracks:
the temperature differentials due to escaping heat
of hydration and to sunshine. In a later supplenent
he proved that crackless continuous prestressed
concrete structures cannot be built econo8ically.
This article too nent unheeded by the profession.

Schreck was undaunted and finally realized Jack-
sonrs idea. Schreck developed a constructíon sysÈen
that, by avoíding the aletrinental effects of tenper-
ature differentlals, produces crack-free prestressed
concrete in the field and elirninates nost problens
associated with concrete bridges. Although cracks
in reinforced concrete tend to be sonenhat evenly
distributed, rather numerous, ând therefore narrow,
theory tells us that with prestressed concrete just
the opposite is true. Cracks occur in prestressed
concrete in small numbers, are comparatively wide,
and appear close to the supports. Such cracks are
an effect of the tlro tenperature dífferentials rnen-
tioned previously.

The notion of evenly distributed cracks in a
continuous prestressed concrete structure is a pipe
tlrearn. Four conditíons would have to be fulfilled:

I. The tension at the underside of the menber
would have to be constanti

2. The critical tension that induces cracking of
the concrete woulil have to be constanti

3. The shear between grout and tendon and be-
tween rebars anil concrete would have to be constant;
and

4. The sectional area of reinforcenent and of
prestressing steel would have to be constant.

Note that none of these con¿litions is fulfilled in
current practice.

Another point tnust be considered: A steel bridge
announces íts failure far in advance by visibLe
alteratíons that allow its remaining service life to
be determinecl fairly correctly. In contrast¡ pEê-
diction of the tine of rupture of a tendon ín a
prestressed concrete bridge is virtüally impossible.
This implies that, if such a bridge hâs cracks,
there is a constant danger of í¡nminent collapse.

During the development of his system Schreck
found, by theoretical deduction as well as by trial
and error, that to avoid cracks each menber of a
prestresse¿l concrete structure ¡nust be designe¿l and
treated as homogeneously as possible in all re-
specÈs. This most important and peremptory condition
explains the sinplicity of the system (G. Pluemer,
The viaduct System, presented at annual neetíng of
TRB Conmittee on Construction of Bridges and Struc-
tures, washingtonr D.C., January 20, 19821.

GIRDER PRODUCTION

The temperature differentials due to escaping heat
of hydration and to sunshine affect structurally
indeterninate systens of considerable height, such
as box girders and continuous structures. This led
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to using only sinple T-beans. Although the construc-
tion height of the girders nay amount to I/L6, I/IS,
or even I/L4 of the span, the thickness of the slab
may vary only fron 24 to 28 cm, \rith negligible
temperature difference betereen top and bottom. Ànd
although the girders span lengthlrise fron pier to
pier, the slab spans crosswise fron girder to
girder. this distinetion between the two components
of a T-beam is clearly reflected in the separate
production of girders and slab.

The use of a structurally determinate system a1I
but eliminates the effect of the tenperature differ-
ential due to sunshine. This leaves the problem of
the escaping heat of hydration. Cotnnon sense as
well as experience indicate that forced changes in
the temperature of a concrete menber, such as cool-
ing its outside wíth cold v¡ater or heating it with
stean, do not prevenÈ a detrinentally large tenpera-
ture difference between the outside and the core.

The safest and most practicable way to avoid
temperature differentials is to heat the outsitle of
the conèrete mernber with $¡arm air thät, thanks to
the development of unit heaters that use all kinds
of fuel, is very economical and easy to ¿lo. A holl-ow
steel forn is required to serve as a vrarm aír duct,
and thermostats must be i¡nbedded in the concrete
section to nonítor the unit heaters. The eralls
pointing away fron the future girder must be insu-
l-ated; this is nost readily achieved by spraying
their inside rdith plastic foan.

No falsework is neetled because the doubte-walled
forn is self-supporting. To give it even more
strength and the necessary camber, the form is pre-
stressable. Inside the naII facing the future girder
are extra-heavy-duty vibrators that can be activated
indivídual]-y f.or external co¡npaction. The bottom
plate, rigidly connecting the two side parts, is
âlso double walled and foam ínsulated. The top of
either síde part is secured by removable railings.
The gap between the two can be closed by ínsulated
flaps and the ends can be close¿l by special plates
designe¿l to support the anchorage bearings.

The whole apparatus thus serves as

t. A form for the girders,
2.. Its ol¡n falsework,
3. A compactíng Èoo1,
4. À heating device,
5. A curing container,
6. Shuttering gear,
7" An adjusting utensÍI,
8. A working space, an¿l
9. A footbridge.

The girders have a cross section like an inverted
T. They consist of a web ånd a bottom flange. The
latter stands out 45 cm on either siile of the web.
The flange slopes outward erith a pitch of I tlegrees
ancl has an average thickness of 25 cn. The r¡eb has
a thickness of 30 or 35 cn, naking the flange 1.20
or 1.25 n wide. The height of the v¡eb depends, of
course, on the span length. The top of the web
ends, ternporarily, at about the level of the under-
side of the future deck. For subsequent connection
of the web and ¿leck tvro parallel rows of stirrups
shapecl like inverte¿l Urs stick out of the web. With
the exception of a slight widening at both en¿ls, to
accommodate the anchor pLatês, the cross section of
the girder is cônstant throughout its entire length.

The girders are cast in place onto the bearings.
These are of three kinds: (a) laninated steel-elas-
tomer defornable in all directions, (b) la¡¡inated
steel-elastorner that slide lengthwise, and (c) lami-
nated steel-elastomer that are adjustable length-
wise. The adjustment of (c) is done by turning
bolts and can be done under full load. To fâcíIitate
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retnoval of the for¡n its bottom part ís slotted at
the bearings, and the slot is closed wíth adjustable
plates on high-speed bolts.

Two transportation trusses, 1.5 spans long, ¡nove
the equiprnent forward into the next fíeld where it
serves as â gang\ray fron pier to pier and as a erork-
ing platform for the assembly of the reinforeing
cage. Because the latter is too vrobbly to be picked
up at the ends, it is hooked onto the reinforcenenÈ
carrier, a prestressed lightweight truss. A pair of
hoisting frames affords verticâl an¿l lateral ¡nove-
nent of the equipnent, which is conpleteil by an air
compressor and a group of unit heaters with flexible
ducts.

First the bearings are set on their concrete pads
ancl the bottom part of the form is installed around
thern. Then one side part is connected to the bottom
and the form is oiled very lightly. In the neantime
the rèlnforcing cage including conduits has been
assenbled at the working. ptatforn on top of the
transportation trussesi it is now lifte¿f into place
by the reinforce¡nent carrier. Then the other si¿te
part of the form is ¡noved over and connected to the
botto¡n. After setting of the en¿l plates and connec-
tion of the anchors thereto, the form is linkeil up
lrith heater and compressor and is ready to be pre-
s tressed.

The concrete should at least be B 35 with a 28-
day cornpressive strength of 51000 psi. Usually B 45
with 6,500 psi is used, but an intermediate vâlue of
B 42 wÍth 6,000 psi will suffice in rnost cases. The
aggregate shoul<l be of constant mix, quality, and
Lov¡ ce¡nent demand. The water-to-cenent raÈio should
be around 0.38; additives shouLd be avoided.

The concrete ís pumped into the form in the
afternoon. The depositing starts at the far, or
front, end and proceeds without interruptíon to the
near end of the girder, so that there is no workingjoint whatsoever. Vibrators are individually acti-
vated as reguired to conpact the concrete without
segregation.

After the top has been covered by the flaps the
new girder is cornpletely enclosed and ínsulated so
that curing is not influenced by the weather. when
the concrete temperature rises, due to hydration of
the cetnenÈ, the unit heaters are autonatically
switched on and wartn air is circulated through the
hoLlog¡ form parts so that the temperature of the
core and the outer layers ríses simultaneously. In
thís way a te¡nperature differential due to escaping
heat of hydration is avoided because the heat cannot
escape. In fact, there is a heat gain that accel-
erates the hy¿lration and thus the curing. This in
turn speeds up the hardening of the concrete so that
it reaches a rather high strength ¡nuch earlier than
under nornal circumstances. Note that the nâjor
purpose of the war¡n air is to cause an even increase
in tenperature over the whole cross section. Faster
curing is merely an additional bonus.

Shortly before midnlght, when the girder has
reache¿l its peak tenperature, the unit heaters are
turned off autonatically. Àfter that the temperature
starts to fall very slowly. Although it took about
6 hours for the temperature to rise to maxinun, it
takes at least 6 days or longer for it to cone down
to anbient level. flowever, 14 hours after pouring,
the concrete has attained 55 to 65 percent of its
28-¿lay strength. Not only can the form be removed,
the girder can be partiaÌIy prestressed; and it is
noer strong enough to be exposetl to the air without
darnage.

This is the nost inportant monent in the life of
the girder. Renetnber that the forn itself was pre-
stressed, gíving it a canber to ¡nake up for the
added vreight of the girder, the slab, and part of
the traffic load. Nosr, before renoval, thê form is
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slowLy relieved of that stress whlle the gírder is
just as slowIy and simuÌtaneously partly pre-
stressed. Thls avoids all vertical and lateral
novenent that r¡ouLd be detrÍmental to the young
concrete. The new girder has been minutely shortened
and the forn has been considerably extended. Thus
they cone âpart by the¡nselves wlthout application of
external force. this explains why the systen can
afford wide botton flanges with a slight slope.

One side and the botton part of the forn are noe,
shoved lnto position for the next girder, and the
other side part is lifted up and over the finished
gírder and placed next to the first side and bottom
part. The inside is swept clean andl oiled lightly,
the nen reinforcing cage is dropped in, the forrn is
closed and prestressed, and so forth. By afternoon
the next girder can be cast. One girder is produceil
per day.

When all girders of a span are finished, the
transportation trusses are shoved over the front
pier into the next fleld. They are then lined up
with two adjacent new girclers to form a two-span
rail on which all the other equipment is rolled
forward by casters and trucks. For this purpose the
crossrails of the hoisting fra¡nes are lowered Èo
lower their center of gravity.

The whole nove takes about I working day, but to
stay on the safe siale 2 days are usually allocatecl.
The handling of a1l the equiprnent for girder produc-
tion normally requires four trained rnen and one
helper.

SLÀB PRODUCTION

Àbout a week later, as soon as the girders are fulty
prestressed and the equipment for their production
has cleared the span, the driveway slab is built in
daíly increments. Wíthin any span the number of
theae segments equals the number of girders plus
two, so that the speed of deck production coincides
iùith that of girder production. On a bridge 15 m

wide, for example,3 girders and therefore 3 days
are required; 2 days are scheduled for the nove into
the next fielcl. This makes 5 days per span, . so
there rùill be 5 daíIy segments.

The najor part of the equipnent for slab produc-
tíon is the ¡novable platforn. Its front part is a
little longer than a daily segment ancl nade of rough
boards. It serves as a stage for the reinforcing of
the deck. Its hind part is exactly one segnent long
and lined with eiÈher sheet metal or Duraply. It
serves as a forn for the sIãb. The whole movable
platfortn is divided lengthnise into strips. Those
in the center are located between the girders; the
outer t$¡o for the overhanging parts of the slab are
supported by suspension trusses, which are light-
weight steel space franes. The front ends of the
Èrusses hang frorn the crossboom, a king post steel
truss running on the wêbs of the girdlers between the
stirrups¡ and their rear ends hang from cantilever
carts that roll on the finished slab. The platforÍr
is built on wooden joists and blocking and is sup-
ported by steel forn cârts that run on casters on
the botton flanges of the girders and are a¿ljustable
in height by jacks.

When the slab section of the previous day has
attained the necessary strength and shen the rein-
force¡nent for the nen segnent has been prepared an¿l
te¡nporarily suspended, the whole novable platforrn is
lowered and rolled forward two increments so that ít
is in front of the reinforcement and ful1y acces-
sible. The front part, the working stage, ís svrept
shile the rear part, the for¡n, is cleaned and oiled.
Then the platforn is ro11ed back one increment, so
that the forn is now underneath the reinforcement,
and raÍsed into posltíon. Thereafter the ternporary
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suspension of the reinforcenent is renoved, the new
workÍng joint is set with a slotted board, and the
for¡n is adjusted to the gírders. The next segrnent
can now be cast.

Punping of the concrete takes place in the early
afternoon. The segnent is divided into several
subsections the size of the vacuun equípnent. First
the concrete ís distributed by spade and shuffle;
therefore it has a \rater-to-cenent ratio of 0.42.
Then it is conpacte¿l by bottle vibrators until it is
of norrnal density, rather even, and about 0.25 inch
too thick. Now a motor screed is passed slordly over
the concrete. The screed runs on adjustable steel
straightedges and gives the slab the specified slope
and an evenness unobtainable nanua1ly. It condenses
the concrete a second time to 0.L25 inch above de-
sÍgn thickness.

The third conpaction is achieved by the vacuutn
technique. The concrete is covered with a two-ply
maÈ, the bottorn layer of whlch is perforated so
finely that air or nater can seep through it but
cement cannot. The top layer ís airtíght, and its
ri¡n is carefully pressed down. A transparent hose
connects the vacuum nat to a suction punp hrith a
nater meter. Vfithin 20 tO 25 ¡ninutes betneen 10 and
15 percent of the erater is extrâcted from the con-
crete that thus 1oêes around 1.5 percent in volume
and attains the specified thickness.

While the first subsection is vacuum treated, the
second section is poured, distributed, vibrated, and
screeded. In this rnanner one subsection after the
other is cast. Subsequently each subsection is
finished with a skí¡n floater, a rotating power
trowel. to get a specially dense and smooth surface.
Finally the nev¡ segnent is covered with burtap and a
tarpaulin to protect it frorn the weather and to
prevent cooling of the surface. The nhole procedure
takes about 2 hours. Around noon the next day the
concrete has attained the necessary strength ând the
process begins agaín. Another 24 hours later the
segment can be post-tensioned and driven over by
heavy equipnent. The handling of the cornplete outfit
for slab production norrnally requires five trained
men and one helper.

HOMOGENEITY

This system offers a nunber of advantages in design,
calculatlon, estimatíon, implenentation, organiza-
tion, logistics, handling of equipnent, and conpre-
hensibility for all persons involveil because of its
arnazing simplicity and--ín the broadest sense of the
word--its honogeneity. Ilomogeneity of material is
important. The concrete of the girders is treated
differently than that of the slab. The former has a
\dater-to-cement (w,/c) ratio of 0.38 and is conpacted
once externally, and the latter has a w,/c ratío of
0.42 and is compacted three times: first internally
by hand vibrators, then externally by ¡notor screed,
and finally by water extraction. But the result is
the same: the loss of l0 percent of the water gets
¡-l:.e w/c râtio do!¡n from 0.42 to 0.38, and the den-
sity of both girder and slab is about 3 percent
greater thân that of concrete that was merely hand
vibrated.

Research on vacuun dewatering has been done at
the U.S. Bureau of Reclarnation; the Chalners Insti-
Èute of Technology at cöteborg¡ Sweden; and at the
Technical University of Hannover, cermany. The
f indings were inpressive.

1. fn a custornary concrete slab the wrlc ratio
increases from bottom to top and the strength de-
creasesi therefore t.he surface is less dense than
the undersÍde. fn a vacuum treated slab the w/c
ratio decreases from botton to top and the strength
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increases; therefore the surface is denser than the
underside. skim floating can only be done with
vacuum treated concretei custonary green concrete is
much too soft before setting, and after setting it
is too hard.

2. Perneability is cut 60 percent with each
percent of increase in density. If a concrete is
made 3 percenÈ denser, its perrneability is cut to
0.4 x 0.4 0.4 = 0.064 or 6.4 percent. The additional
skim floating reduces it further to about 5 percent.
This was corroborated by numerous tests in which
custornary concrete sho\ded a erater penetration of 20
mn but vacuum treated concrete was permeate¿l less
than I nn.

3. The vacuum does not remove air fro¡n the con-
crete, but it expands the individual bubbles due to
Ioss of pressure. when the voids are enlarged the
air therein gets thinner. Frost resistance of the
concrete thereby is increased considerably withouÈ
raising the air demand.

4. As a result of the triple treatment (screed-
ingr dewatering, and skim floating) the surface not
only gets stronger, denser, and less permeable but
also ¡nore wear resistant. Thís is a rather important
feature to the traffÍc engi.neer if it causes a deck
to last three, four, or even fíve times longer.

5. Carbonization of the cement by reaction vtith
the carbon monoxide of the surrounding air is re-
tarded by the cube of the lo$rering of the w,/c ratio.
If the latter fs cut in half, the edifíce lasts I
times longer; if it is reduced by two-thirds, the
duration increases 27-fold. obviously, even a slight
realuction is signÍficant.

6. The strength attained by custo¡nary concrete
after 28 ilays is reached after 1 week by dewatered
concreter and after 28 days is surpassed fro¡n 20 to
30 percent.

More test6 have been made \rith si¡nilar results:
shrinking and creeping are reduced considerably,
there is no edge rising of slabs, the ¡nethocl is
applicable to vertical or curvecl surfaces, antl so
forÈh.

The resistance of derdatered concrete to extreme
changes in a¡nbient tenperature and trenendous pres-
suro is demonstrateil by the fact that it was used to
line the fire chanber and exhaust tunnels of the
space shuttle launching pad at Vandenberg, Ca1if.,
where the ternperature reaches 6r0000 F.

Just as important as hornogeneity in naterial is
constancy in all other respects. It hâs alrea¿ly
been ¡nentionetl that, ¡{ith the exception of a slight
widening at the encls of the lrebs to accornmodate the
anchor pLaÈes, there is no enlargenent or reduction
of the girders; there are no cutouts; there are no
crossbeans¡ there are no diaphragms.

Constancy in statics means a structurally ¿leter-
rninate systent an elastic cross section, not a rigid
onei and no constraints. That is why this systetn
uses simple beans, a T-beârn section, and direct,
three-dimensíonally elastic bearings.

Constancy in function means clear differentÍation
of the carrying direction of the me¡nbers. The
gírders are prestresse¿l longitudinalJ-y, but the slab
is prestressed transversely. Continuous structures,
both T-bean and box girder, under average loading
conclitions have positive monents in the fíeld and
negative ones over the supports. Ideally, the super-
structure should be upside down. But because such a
structurally correct solution is rather irnpractical,
it ís replaced by heavy reinforcing over the sup-
ports. The concrete is thicker an¿l proportionâtely
nore mil¿l steel is used. This system is utterly
heterogeneous.

Ilornogeneity in treatment during construction
means steady and even pouring, conclensing, heating,
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and cooling of the concrete until it has attained
the sÈrength necessary to withstand any deviation.
It neans no novement, neither ïertical nor lateralt
during removal- of for¡ns. Transfer of carrying func-
tion from form to girder should be conpensated by
tenporary shoring or by partial prestressing. goiro-
geneity means no transport of the nember because
that requires measures (such as a nakeshift upper
flange or special reinforcement) that ]-ater oD¡
under service conditions, have no function whatso-
ever. The transport itself is expensive and consti-
tutes a stress to which young concrete shoultl not be
subjected. Homogeneity also means gradual loading,
with a safe time lag between increasing strength and
corresponcling stress. ÀI1 these requirenents are
met by the systen discusseil herein.

Homogeneity in behavior under service load ¡neans
constancy of structural contlitions. This requirement
automatically excludes use of the continuous beam
because of the reversal of nonents and consequent
wrong positlon of tendons as well ¿rs because of
consideratlonE of inversion and continuity.

STRUCTURAI] ADVANTÀGES

Forty-eighÈ hours after production the slab is fully
integrated into the T-beam section. Creeping of the
girder causes the ilaily working joints to be pressed
togêther. There is also a transfer of stresses from
the neb to the deck that takes over its share of t.he
compressive zone. The effective width of this upper
flange is t2 tirnes its thickness plus the width of
the rdeb, namely 3.60 rn or three tines as wide as the
lower flange. Because the latter is situated within
the precompressed tensiLe zone its area ls atlequate
to rdithstand that precompression. ft is built
rathêr shallow and 1.20 rn wide for three reasons:
First ít raíses the nonent of inertia (I) of the
concrete sectíon. Second ít allows the lower two
tendons to spread apart I.00 m center to center so
that the next pair may come down all the way; this
increases the value of both r* and ru,. Third it
affords a track for the for¡n carté an¿l other
equipnent.

Another way to considerably raise the Ix is an
Íncrease in construction height because height
enters the fornula by the thir¿l power. For aesthetic
reasons the height should not surpass I/L2 of. Èhe
span and not fall short of 1,/I8. The mean value of
l/I5 of the span length turned out to be the rnost
effectíve and economic. The result is a wide flange
sectlon, with a high nonent of inertia, made of a
¡naterial \rith a high ¡nodulus of elasticity.

Naturally such a bea¡n has a rather low deflection
and consequently an egually s¡nall end rotation, less
than half that of a standar¿l precast girder. This
in turn sharply reduces the negative noments within
the slab that is continuous over the piers. The gap
between the girders is 50 cm or L ft I in. The bond
between girder and sLab is broken on either side for
another 50 cn. Thus the slab is given 1.50 tn or 5
ft 0 in. for slight negative bentling. Vlithin this
stretch it is reinforced a little rnore with mild
steel in both directions, and the transverse pre-
stressing tendons are cLoser than along the major
part of the span where they usually are installed at
I.00 n center to center. A thickening of the slab
is unnecessary, so it too is constant Èhroughout the
length of the bridge. The only heterogeneities are
the expansion joints that occur at intervals of
approxinately 300 neters or Lr000 feet.

The goal of the system is to construct crackless
concrete. One more way to avoiil cracks is full
prestressing. This ¡neans that each member is under
constant compression in its particular carrying
direction and that tensile sÈresses in other direc-
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tions within the concrete, if they occur at all, are
Ii¡¡itecl in origin, tine¡ location, and intensity,
never surpassing the altowable tensile strength of
the concrete di¡nínishecl by a substantial safety
factor.

In prestressed crack-free concrete the slack
reinforcement contributes less than 5 percent to the
tensile strength of thè tnenber, and prestressing
steel is rnore than five times rnore effective than
slack reinforcenent. ft therefore rnakes neither
structural nor econonic sense to replace part of the
prestressing steel by slack reinforcement or to
partially stress reinforced concrete. There is no
continuous transition fro¡n reinforced concrete, via
restricted prestressing, to fuIly prestressed con-
crete. One cannot mix cracked concrete with crack-
Iess concrete.

Furthernore, the systèm uses fu1l Ëond. pre-
stressing steel wíthout bond 'does not participate
in transfer of stresses, nor contribute to the Iími-
tation of the wiilth of cracks" (2), and it contríb-
utes not at aI1 to their avoidance. The syste¡n also
u6es subsequent bond, or post-tensioning, because
innediate bonil, or pretensioning, is suited only for
the precasting of parts that are limited in size and
purpose.

The continuiÈy of concreting ensures homogeneous
material. Each girder is cast in a single operation,
and the slab is built in successive portions srnall
enough to be easily and quickly handled by the crew.
While the girders are stilL relatively \darm the deck
is built at a considerably lower temperature level
that, by transfer of heat frorn slab to web, åverts
the danger of cracks due to temperature differential.

ORGANIZATIONAL ADVANTAGES

This systen is extrenely industrialized, which means
it achieves the largest output possible by enploying
the fewest personnel and least eguipnent possible
and keeping then both constantly busy. The produc-
tion cycle is as short as the material allows, and
its course is fully adapted to the final product.
Àny and all operations that are not absolutely nec-
essary are avoided, thus considerably reducing their
nunber. Finally the system is as simple and as
clearly arranged as possible. Five men handle the
equipment for girder production, six nen that for
building the deck¡ inclucling the supervisor this
nakes one dozen people.

Once the equipnent ís mounte¿l it is easy to
handLe; it is self-propeltíng, so to speak. No
heavy hoisting gear is required. For a 140-ft span
the equipment neighs less than 100 metric tons or
220 kips. The heaviest part, one side of the forn,
weighs approxinately 26 tons or 57 kips compared
with thê 113 tons or 250 kips of a gírder.

Because of the special treatnent of the concrete,
the production cycle can be set at 24 hours for the
girders as \reI1 as for the s1ab. Day after day both
crews perform the same \dork. Every day the same
equipnent is handled at the same hour. Day after
clay the satne type and änount of tnaterial are nee¿led
at the same ti¡ne.

Because the slab can be driven over níth heavy
equipment 2 days after pouring, all supplies can be
brought ín over the bri¿tge ítse1f. The systen ís
fully indepen¿lent of the ground unclerneath, which
needs never agaín be touche¿l once the substructure
is finished.

Reinforcing is easy: there are only four sizes of
rebars, and more than half i¡f them are straight and
uncut. Most bent bars are used over and over with
regular spacing. The number of conduits is rela-
tively small and their positioning not at all prob-
lenatic because there ís no inversion¡ this also
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alleviates installation of the tendons. There are
no coupler joints.

Because the system is repetltious, rational, and
easily understood, break-in of the crew is fast and
unconplicated. The sarne holds true for alI other
people involved. The remarkable sirnplicity of the
system results in considerable facilitation of the
engineerrs task: designr cal.culation, and supervi-
sion are nuch easier. Estinating, bídding, sched-
uling, organizing, implementing, settling of ac-
counts, and dealing with subcontractors are easy for
the contractor. Ànd, of course, the job is just as
easily nanageable for the owner.

ECONOMIC ADVANTÀGES

That a sinple constructíon metho¿l like the one de-
scribed herein yields savings in material, Iabor,
overhead, and maintenance is not at all astonishing.
The rnagnitude of these savings can be illustrated by
a conparison of tero different designs for the super-
structure of a tlpical bridge, that across the 150-
ft deep Waldnaab VaIIey near the town of $feiden,
Gerrnany. It has I spans 140 ft 3 in. long, a con-
struction height of 9 ft 0 in., and a width of 46 ft
0 in., with 3 girders per span at 15 ft 4 in. on
centers. fhis bridge was designed and coste¿l out as
a continuous box and as sirnple T-bean aecording to
the systen described here (Table 1). The latter was
executed.

TABLE I Comparison of Continuous Box and Simple T-tseam

Continuous
Box

T-Beam as

Percent of
Simple Continuous
T-Beam Box

Conc¡ete B 45 (yd3 lft2 )
Reirforcing steel (lblf{) 

^Post-tensioned steeÌ (lb/ftr)
Longitudinal
Transverse

Working time (tu/ft2)
Maxìmum compression (psi)
Du¡ing construction
In-service

Maximum diagonal tension (psi)

0.058 68.5
5 .7 46.7

2.9 87.5
0.96 62.7
0.093 50.0

800 22.4
t,203 55.3
52 36.0

0.085
t2.3

3.3
1.54
0.186

3,510
2,115
145

The continuous box must endurê two-thirds rnore
conpression duríng construction than under serviee
condítions, but the sirnple T-beam nust endure one-
third 1ess. Under servíce conditions the maxi¡nu¡n
compression in the sirnple T-bean is only half that
in the contínuous box, the díagonal tension rnerely
one-thi.ril. Because the concrete of girders and slab
is of such density and appearance that it reguires
neither finishing nor upkeep, naintenance is prac-
tically niL.

If applied correctly an¿l executed in the right
manner, this system guarantees a superstructure
¡{ithout cracks, thereby avoiding nost of the pr'ob-
Ìe¡ns encountered with prestressed concrete today.
This systen also costs less both initially and ln
the long run.

CONCI,USION

Cracks are by no means inevitable, but they are
fatally dangerous to prestressed concrete bridges.
There is no rday to predict the tine of failure of
such structures. Narrow cracks are barely less
perilous than wider ones because their width in-
creases in tirne. There is no way to distribute then
evenly over a continuous prestressed concrete girder.
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Because cracks are dangerous they must be
avoidleil. Prestressed concreter by virtue of its
definition and of the idea which te¿l to its inven-
tion, has no cracks. To avoid cracks need not nec-
essarily be expensive.

The systen described in this Paper produces
crack-free concrete econonically. The success of
the system is demonstrated by the bridges that have
been built using it.
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Rehabilitation of Steel Truss Bridges Using a

Superimposed Arch System

ROBERT J. BRUNGRABER and JAI B. KIM

ÀBSTRACT

A systen for reinforcing steel truss brídges
has been developed. The systern consists of
superimposed arches with hangers supporting
the existing floor beans, which rnay be rein-
forced or replaced nith new ones' as weLl as
additional internediate floor bearns. To
date this system has been applied to three
oridges ranging in span fron 74 to 136 ft.
The first application was to a Loo-year-oldr
74-f.t Prâtt truss bridge at CoudersPort'
Pennsylvanía. For a total cost of $621000,
including painting of the bridge' the
borough of Cou¿lersport was able to increase
the posted weight limit of the bridge fron 3

to 20 tons. Given reasonable routine main-
tenance, the bridge could proviile servlce
for another I00 years. During the installa-
tíon of the reinforcing systen, $¡hich took 3

weeks, traffic flow was rnaintained.

In the g.S. híghway netwôrk there are still nany
steel ancl Ìrrought-iron truss britlges of the prefab-
ricated, pin-connected type built cluring a 50-to-60-
year periotl around the turn of the century. These
bridges were designed for loads considerably lighter
than the AASHTO H-20 or HS-20 loadings' to say noth-
ing of the trucks that are permitted and conte¡n-
plated on our Interstate systen. over the years
1ittle has been done to inprove the carrying capac-
ity of these bridgesi in fact' accidents ancl limited
¡naintenance have usually led to serious ¿leterio-
ration.

There ís arnple eviclence that tnany steel truss
bridges on secondary highways and local roads are in
need of replacement or major structural repair.
These.truss bridges typically hâve pin connections'

and rust as weII as corrosion and fatigue damage to
the ping and the eyes of the truss ¡nenbers cannot be
detecte¿l. It is clear that all of these bridges
cannot be replaced andl that the problen is r¡orsen-
ing. When resources are lirniteil, all brldges, par-
ticularly aged onesr should be looked after. Thus a
cost-effective prograrn of reinforcement and rehabíl-
itation of these aging truss bridges is neecled.

The present procedure for deternining the maximu¡n
safe live toad capacity of existing brídges ls sup-
posed to consider the effect of ileteriorated por-
tions of the brlclge such as (a) rusteal andl dislo-
câte¿l end supports' (b) deforne¿l and corrodeil
menbers, (c) stretched or otherttise loosenecl l-bars
that can no longer be counted on to carry Èheir
planned share of the loaal' and (d) inconsistent and
uncertain quality of the ¡naterial of the nembers.

The most critical regions, where most structures
fail, are the joints. These portions are virtually
impossible to inspect to deter¡nine the extent of
deteríoration. The only way to inspect such portions
accurately is to conpletely disas6enble the bridge
joints, which would typically require the disas-
se¡nb1y of the entire bridge. In the absence of such
detalled inspection an¿l evaluation of the joints'
the presently posted weight limits for steel truss
bridges are questionable, yet they severely linit
the utility of many of our rural roacls.

lttany of the o1d, locally owned brldges are nar-
rohr. Hohrever, there is little eviilence that serious
accidents occur on thesé bridges. prirnarily because
of the openness of the truss structure that pernits
easy visibility of onconing traffic and the low
volune of traffic on nosè of these bridges. Thgre-
fore it would be a low-priority use of public funds
to provide wider bridges at nany of these locations.
Many of the roads leading to these bridges are only
slightly wider than the briclges themselvesi provid-
ing a nodern-width, tyro-lane bridge çould nake
little practical sense.


